
FOR RELEASE ON JULY 16, 2013 

 

KITCHEN CIRCUS SEASON 1 PREMIER 

 

Release Date: 

Press and social media are free to publicize and comment on this release on July 16, 2013. 

 

Announcement: 

We kicked off the first season of Kitchen Circus in 2012 auditioning home cooks to test their skills in 

Rover’s professional kitchen. We filmed the 4 dinner competitions where each contestant made one 

dinner course for 45 guests. We are now ready to premier the web series.  

 

On July 16th, 2013 all 4 episodes of Season 1 will be available to watch on Youtube.com/KitchenCircus.   

Each episode is ~30 minutes and we encourage viewers to watch it on their TV with an internet 

connected console and the YouTube app (ex. Xbox, Wii, PS3). 

 

About Kitchen Circus: 

Kitchen Circus is both a live event and a reality web series. What makes this competition exciting is it 

involves real people in all aspects; only amateur home cooks could audition to compete, the dishes were 

judged by all the dinner guests, and videos are free for our online fans. The winners from each dinner 

moved on to the Finale at the end of the season. Celebrity Guests in the series include: Tom Douglas 

(Restaurateur Extraordinaire), Steve Scher (NPR Radio Host), Jason Wilson (Chef/Owner at Crush), Maria 

Hines (Chef/Owner at Tilth, Agrodolce, Golden Beetle), and more. 

 

About Chef Thierry Rautureau: 

Award winning Chef Thierry Rautureau, owner of Luc and previously Rover’s restaurants in Seattle, is a 

local celebrity praised for his culinary mastery and jovial personality. Currently he is appearing nationally 

on Bravo’s Top Chef Masters.  Known as the “Chef in the Hat” due to his ever-present fedora, he has 

enchanted diners with his French influenced Northwest cuisine for 25 years with his first restaurant 

Rover’s. Always using local, sustainable and organic ingredients that heightens the flavors of his dishes, 

he has earned a dedicated following of food aficionados. 

 

Contact Information: Kellie Eickmeyer, Producer/Director, MAD Valley Productions, 

kellie@madvalley.com, 206-310-0889 

 

YouTube: http://youtube.com/kitchencircus  

Media Kit: http://kitchen-circus.com/press  

Website: http://kitchen-circus.com 

Facebook: http://facebook.com/kitchencircus 

HashTag: #KitchenCircus 
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